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Enhancing the Cayman’s aerodyna-

mic efficiency was the chief aim –

without affecting the drag coeffi-

cient. After extensive testing in 

the wind tunnel, the result was the

perfect balancing of the vehicle by

fine adjustment of the aerodynamic

wheel loads on the front and rear

axles while preserving the Cayman’s

distinctive lines. Uncompromising.

As a result, your Cayman has even

greater driving stability and agility.

The logical consequence of that 

is that it’s even more exhilarating to

drive.

Unparalleled.That something extra

that makes a Porsche.

Whichever Tequipment products 

you ask your Porsche Centre to 

fit, one thing remains unchanged:

your original vehicle warranty.

Design drawing Cayman Aerokit

Cayman S with Aerokit in the wind tunnel

Test drive on the Porsche test track at Weissach

TequipmentTequipment

At Porsche, we’ve never been

bound by convention. Which is

what makes our cars so unique.

It is also the reason for their

uncompromising quality and

consistently high standards of

performance. Within our design

philosophy, each individual model

can reveal its full potential. As 

it does so, it retains all of the

characteristics that make it so

distinctively Porsche.The Cayman

is the latest incarnation of this

evolving genetic code. Of an

automotive heritage that can also

be found in the 911, Boxster 

and Cayenne. Naturally, this code

extends beyond each model 

range into everything we do.

Each Tequipment product is

developed, tested and adapted 

to the specific vehicle by the 

same group of Porsche designers

and engineers who originally cre-

ated your Porsche. Each part 

is compatible, not only visually,

but also technically. The entire

development process, from con-

cept to approval, is conducted in-

house at the Porsche R&D Centre

in Weissach. Comprehensive test-

ing in the laboratory and on the

test track ensures optimum perfor-

mance and durability. Every prod-

uct – along with its tooling and

materials – meets the exacting

quality standards for which

Porsche is renowned.

One of the highlights is the

Cayman Aerokit. It has that

something extra, to make 

your Cayman look even more

dynamic and sporty.

Uncompromisingly Porsche.

It was created by the Cayman’s

designers. Nobody knows the vehi-

cle better than they do. Nobody

knows better where 

and how to refine and show the

sportiness of this coupé to its

best advantage.

Following our instincts.

So you can follow yours.
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ExteriorExterior

First impressions are crucial, they

say – not least when it comes to

high-performance sports cars. The

Cayman is an uncompromising 

sight – the perfect expression of 

a sports coupé.

Uncompromising too is the scope for

your own personal modifications, if

you wish to make it even more

sporty and even more dynamic.

The options presented here are

both stylish and discreet, offering

tasteful enhancements in all the

right places. The Cayman Aerokit,

for example, gives a purposeful

look and a more dynamic drive.

For everyone who likes to take 

a second glance.

Cayman Aerokit

The Aerokit gives your Cayman an

even sportier and more dynamic

appearance. Its components, opti-

mised in the Porsche wind tunnel,

improve aerodynamics and reduce

the lift coefficients on the front 

and rear axles. The aerodynamics

and design of the vehicle have

been improved by front splitter

spoilers and a new fixed rear

spoiler, giving a more stable drive

and, as a result, even more fun.

Please note that the ground clearance is 
reduced. Front splitter spoilers and rear 
spoiler should only be fitted together.

Part no. 987 044 802 08
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Exterior mirror lower trim 

in matt Aluminium Look 

Like you, we pay maximum attention

to every detail. That includes the

individual touches, for example, the

matt Aluminium Look trims on the

lower section of the exterior mirror

covers.

Part no. 987 044 802 04

Front splitters in 

matt Aluminium Look

These Aluminium Look front

splitters bring added sporting 

style to the front of the Cayman.

Part no. 987 044 802 02

Exterior trim package in 

matt Aluminium Look

This package consists of front 

air intake grilles (left/right), side

Decorative side lettering

One of the first models with 

the decorative Porsche logo on 

the side was the legendary 

911 Carrera RS 2.7 in 1972.

This original lettering now adorns

the flanks of the 911 GT3 RS

models. Why not be part of the

legend?

Red taillights

Taillights with all-red lenses, for 

a strikingly sporty look. Geometry

and function as with standard

taillights.

Part no. 987 044 900 00

Decorative lettering available in selected 
colours for the Cayman and Cayman S.

See price list for part numbers.

finish and emphasise the 

striking lines of the Cayman.

Part no. 987 044 802 01

air intake grilles and trims for 

the lower section of the exterior

mirror covers. The parts are 

painted in a matt Aluminium Look



WheelsWheels

Whether idling at the lights or

lapping on the racetrack, one thing

is certain, the Cayman is a car 

that turns heads. The key to that

appeal is one important feature – 

or four, to be precise. Measuring 

up to 19 inches in diameter, each 

of our wheel options is a striking

addition to the exterior design.

Whichever wheel you choose,

and whether you have summer or

winter tyres fitted, the result is

always the same: uncompromising

performance – in corresponding

road conditions – and stylish,

distinctive design.

Gripping when stationary.

More so in motion.

See pages 16 and 17 for wheel dimensions and tyre sizes.

19-inch Turbo wheels with 

summer tyres

Forged aluminium alloy wheel with

lightweight five-spoke design.

Distinctive two-tone finish brings

additional character.

19-inch Carrera Classic 

wheels with summer tyres

Elegantly sculpted alloy wheel 

with classic Porsche five-spoke

design. The large wheel openings

provide a clear view of the 

Porsche brake system.

19-inch Carrera Sport wheels 

with summer tyres

Classic 10-spoke alloy design.

Wide dimensions at front and rear 

(8.5 and 10 inches, respectively) 

create a larger contact patch. As

well as enhancing the car’s pres-

ence on the road, this provides 

better traction, grip and driving

dynamics. The visual effect is 

further augmented by the centre

spokes in GT Silver Metallic and 

the high-gloss polished outer rim.
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19-inch Carrera S II wheels 

with summer tyres

The design of the 19-inch 

Carrera S II wheel is as sporty 

as it is powerful. It speaks a 

language which suits your Porsche

completely.

Available from 02/2009 at the earliest.

19-inch SportDesign wheels 

in a black high-gloss finish 

with summer tyres

An eyecatching superior 19-inch

SportDesign wheel in a black 

high-gloss finish, including 

black-painted wheel centres with

full-colour Porsche Crest.

19-inch SportDesign wheels 

with summer tyres

Derived from the world of Porsche

motorsport, this powerful 19-inch

multi-spoke wheel design has a

firm place on the racetrack.

18-inch Cayman S II wheels 

with summer or winter tyres 

One-piece five-spoke alloy wheels.

When fitted with winter tyres, they

ensure excellent traction even 

in adverse weather conditions.

Available from 02/2009 at the earliest.

See pages 16 and 17 for wheel dimensions and tyre sizes.
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Anti-theft wheel protection

Set of four steel bolts with highly

secure locking system.

For vehicles without spacers:
part no. 997 361 057 02

For vehicles with 5-mm spacers:
part no. 997 361 980 10

Crested valve caps

Silver-coloured valve caps with

embossed Porsche Crest.

For vehicles without Tyre Pressure Monitoring: 
part no. 000 044 600 00

For vehicles with Tyre Pressure Monitoring: 
part no. 000 044 602 15

Spacers

Wheel spacers create a wider track

for enhanced stability and presence

on the road. When fitted, your

Cayman will look even sportier, as

the wheels run virtually flush with

the body of the car.

Not suitable in conjunction with 
19-inch Carrera Sport wheel or snow chains.

4 x 5-mm spacers including extended-length 
wheel bolts and anti-theft protection:
part no. 000 044 500 09

17-inch Cayman II wheels 

with winter tyres

Five-spoke wheels in a new design.

With winter tyres they provide

excellent traction, even at low

temperatures.

Available from 02/2009 at the earliest.

17-inch Boxster III wheels 

with winter tyres

One-piece alloy wheel with striking

design comprising five dual-arm

spokes. Provides excellent cold-

weather traction in conjunction

with winter tyres.

Available from 02/2009 at the earliest.

18-inch Boxster S II wheels 

with summer or winter tyres

18-inch Boxster S II wheels with 

five closed twin spokes. Whether

fitted with winter tyres for excellent

traction in adverse conditions or

with summer tyres, these wheels

suit the Cayman perfectly.

Available from 02/2009 at the earliest.

Wheel centres

Set of wheel centre caps with full-

colour Porsche Crest. The perfect

finishing touch for any Cayman wheel.

Set of four: part no. 955 044 600 10

For 19-inch Carrera Sport wheel in
GT Silver Metallic:
Set of four: part no. 997 044 600 10

For 19-inch Turbo wheel with
monochrome Porsche Crest:
Set of four: part no. 997 044 600 17

For the 19-inch SportDesign Wheel in 
a black high-gloss finish:
Set of four: part no. 997 044 600 47

See table on pages 16 and 17 for wheel dimensions and tyre sizes.
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Wheel/tyre set Wheel dimensions

(offset (ET) in mm) &

tyre specifications

Part number for wheel and tyre

set for vehicles without/with 

Tyre Pressure Monitoring (TPM)

19-inch Carrera Sport

wheels with summer tyres

Front: 8.5 J x 19 ET 55 

235/35 ZR 19 (Y)

Rear: 10 J x 19 ET 42

265/35 ZR 19 (Y)  

Without TPM: 987 044 602 15

With TPM: 987 044 602 16

18-inch Cayman S II wheels

with summer tyres 1, 4

Front: 8 J x 18 ET 57

235/40 ZR 18 (Y)

Rear: 9 J x 18 ET 43

265/40 ZR 18 (Y)  

Without TPM: 987 044 602 25

With TPM: 987 044 602 26

19-inch Carrera S II wheels

with summer tyres1, 4

Front: 8 J x 19 ET 57

235/35 ZR 19 (Y)

Rear: 9.5 J x 19 ET 46

265/35 ZR 19 (Y)  

Without TPM: 987 044 602 21

With TPM: 987 044 602 22

19-inch SportDesign wheels 

in black high-gloss finish 

with summer tyres1

Front: 8 J x 19 ET 57

235/35 ZR 19 (Y)

Rear: 9.5 J x 19 ET 46

265/35 ZR 19 (Y)  

Without TPM: 987 044 602 19

With TPM: 987 044 602 20

19-inch SportDesign

wheels with summer tyres1

Front: 8 J x 19 ET 57

235/35 ZR 19 (Y)

Rear: 9.5 J x 19 ET 46

265/35 ZR 19 (Y)  

Without TPM: 987 044 602 17

With TPM: 987 044 602 18

19-inch Carrera Classic wheels

with summer tyres1

Front: 8 J x 19 ET 57

235/35 ZR 19 (Y)

Rear: 9.5 J x 19 ET 46

265/35 ZR 19 (Y)

Without TPM: 987 044 602 01

With TPM: 987 044 602 02

19-inch Turbo wheels 

with summer tyres1

Front: 8 J x 19 ET 57

235/35 ZR 19 (Y)

Rear: 9.5 J x 19 ET 46

265/35 ZR 19 (Y)

Without TPM: 987 044 602 13

With TPM: 987 044 602 14

If you are unable to identify the correct wheel and tyre specifications for your Porsche, please consult your Porsche Centre.
Note: All tyres fitted meet the Porsche specification, wheel centres not included. All tyres are designed exclusively for Porsche as indicated by 
the special Porsche designation (N0, N1, etc.) on the sidewall. These are the only tyres recommended by Porsche. 1 Compatible with optional 
5-mm spacers on front and rear axles to widen the track. 2 Not available for Cayman S. 3 Winter tyres to a maximum of 240 km/hr (149 mph).
4 Available from 02/2009 at the earliest.

18-inch Boxster S II wheels

with summer tyres 1, 4

Front: 8 J x 18 ET 57

235/40 ZR 18 (Y)

Rear: 9 J x 18 ET 43

265/40 ZR 18 (Y)  

Without TPM: 987 044 602 27

With TPM: 987 044 602 28

18-inch Boxster S II wheels

with winter tyres1, 3, 4

Front: 8 J x 18 ET 57

235/40 R 18 V

Rear: 9 J x 18 ET 43

255/40 R 18 V 

Without TPM: 987 044 600 47

With TPM: 987 044 600 48

17-inch Cayman II wheels 

with winter tyres1, 2, 3, 4

Front: 7 J x 17 ET 55

205/55 R 17 V

Rear: 8.5 J x 17 ET 40 

235/50 R 17 V 

Without TPM: 987 044 600 41

With TPM: 987 044 600 42

17-inch Boxster II wheels 

with winter tyres1, 2, 3

Front: 7 J x 17 ET 55 

205/55 R 17 V

Rear: 8.5 J x 17 ET 40 

235/50 R 17 V 

Without TPM: 987 044 600 43

With TPM: 987 044 600 44

18-inch Cayman S II wheels

with winter tyres1, 3, 4

Front: 8 J x 18 ET 57

235/40 R 18 V

Rear: 9 J x 18 ET 43

255/40 R 18 V 

Without TPM: 987 044 600 45

With TPM: 987 044 600 46

Wheel/tyre set Wheel dimensions

(offset (ET) in mm) &

tyre specifications

Part number for wheel and tyre

set for vehicles without/with 

Tyre Pressure Monitoring (TPM)

Note on the use of winter tyres

Summer tyres provide optimum

performance at ambient tempera-

tures above +7 °C. Below this 

point, the tyre compound begins to

harden and braking distances are

Snow chains

Specially designed for Porsche

models and featuring ultra-fine links

for minimal adhesion of ice and

snow.

Not in conjunction with wheel spacers.

Snow chains for tyre sizes 235/50 R 17
and 255/40 R 18:
part no. 996 361 922 00

increased. We therefore recommend

that you fit winter tyres during the

colder months of the year. Only then

can you enjoy the highest standards

of active safety from your Cayman.

All winter tyres approved by

Porsche are identified by an ‘N’

designation on the sidewall.
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SportSport

There is one characteristic that 

will always guarantee outstanding

sports performance: total dedi-

cation. True to that principle, every

Tequipment product is designed,

developed and manufactured to

Sporting capability is natural 

in a Porsche. And expressed 

in every detail.

the same high standards as the

Cayman itself. The inevitable 

result is even greater sporting

style from what is already an

uncompromising sports coupé.

Sports tailpipes

These stainless steel tailpipes 

with hard-chrome finish are a

stylish addition to the Cayman.

The classic twin-tube design 

brings additional definition 

to the dynamically contoured 

rear section.

Part no. 987 111 981 00 

Sports exhaust system 

(not shown)

The Porsche sound can be enhanced

with this dual-mode sports exhaust

system.The sound depends on driving

style and modes selected using 

a button on the centre console.

On vehicles with the optional Sport

Chrono Package/Sport Chrono

Package Plus, the sport mode 

button controls this function.

Only for vehicles from Model Year 2007.

Please see the model-specific additional
specifications (see technical information),
where appropriate.

Part no. 987 044 200 00
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Short shifter

This short-throw mechanism

provides a faster, more accurate

gearshift action and a more 

dynamic sportscar experience.

Compatible with all gear lever

options from Porsche Tequipment.

Note: some resistance during gearshifts may 
be experienced when the vehicle is started
from cold.

Part no. 997 424 983 00

Sports bucket seat

With folding backrest, integral 

thorax airbag and manual fore/aft

adjustment. The backrest shell 

is made from plastic reinforced 

with glass fibre and carbon fibre

with a stylish carbon-weave finish.

Available in black leather with

embossed Porsche Crest on 

the headrest, or in black flame-

resistant material.

Child restraint systems must not be used 
with sports bucket seats.

See price list for part numbers.

Fuel filler cap with 

Aluminium Look finish

This elegant accessory is a stylish

addition inspired by our racing

heritage. Modelled on filler caps

from historic race vehicles, it 

has an engraved Porsche logo 

and securing tether.

Part no. 997 201 980 00
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InteriorInterior

The interior design of the Cayman

presents a logical continuation of its

exterior style. Just as taut, just as

striking, and offering just as much

opportunity to express the individual

taste of its driver. A wide range 

of colours is available, along with

high-quality materials ranging from

macassar wood, carbon, aluminium

and Aluminium Look finish, through

to Alcantara. The interior packages

can be combined to create your

own individual Cayman interior. All

the trim packages presented here

can, of course, be combined as

desired. In other words, it’s up to

you to decide just how individual 

a Porsche can be.

Surround yourself with stylish

design. And a choice of exclusive

materials.

Macassar wood

Macassar ebony is dark and

distinctive with a modern, elegant

look. The deep black heartwood

has reddish-brown lines and a

dramatic, marble-like texture.

Carbon

Carbon fibre is an extremely 

light, yet highly robust material

used extensively in motorsport.

Its distinctive look is the ideal

complement to the car’s race-bred

engineering.

Aluminium

Use this stylish metal or our 

special Aluminium Look finish 

to create striking interior 

highlights that evoke the purity 

of racing car design.

Alcantara

This high-quality material is easy 

to care for, washable and has

excellent non-slip properties.
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Interior package

Includes multifunction steering

wheel rim (not airbag module) 

as well as gear lever/selector 

and handbrake lever. Available 

in macassar wood or carbon.

See price list for part numbers.

Door trim package

Includes door handle facings and

door storage compartment lids.

Available in macassar wood or

carbon.

See price list for part numbers.

Rear centre console

Centre console including ashtray

cover. Available in macassar wood

or carbon.

See price list for part numbers.

Dashboard trim elements

Dashboard trim elements and

cupholder covers. Available in

macassar wood or carbon.

See price list for part numbers.

The illustrations on pages 24 and 25 show the interior extended trim packages in carbon.

Interior in carbon
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Alcantara steering wheel

Alcantara – non-slip, robust and

easy to care for. This is the ideal

cover material for standard,

sports and multifunction steering

wheels (excluding airbag module).

See price list for part numbers.

Alcantara gear 

lever/handbrake lever

This package emphasises Porsche’s

close links with motorsport. It

includes a gear lever/selector in

black Alcantara with a matching

handbrake lever. A fine finishing

touch: aluminium inlay with

Porsche logo.

See price list for part numbers.

Gear/handbrake levers in

aluminium I

The package contains specially

designed gear and handbrake 

levers in aluminium. Gear lever

inlays and upper section of the 

handbrake lever feature leather 

trim in the interior colour.

See price list for part numbers.
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Door trim package with 

Aluminium Look finish 

Evoke the purity and simplicity 

of racing car design with these

Aluminium Look door trim

elements. Includes door handle

facings and door storage

compartment lids.

Part no. 987 044 800 20

Rear centre console with 

Aluminium Look finish

Create a stylish highlight with this

Aluminium Look finish on the 

centre console and ashtray cover.

See price list for part numbers.

Sun/privacy screen

Protects against direct sunlight 

and at the same time provides

additional privacy.

Part no. 987 044 000 06

Floor mats with nubuck edging

Precision down to the last detail:

made-to-measure floor mats with

nubuck edging and embroidered

Porsche logo, which have a water-

proof backing and are non-slip.

They are secured by a special 

fastener system.

See price list for part numbers.

Rubber floor mats 

Two attractive tailored floor 

mats. Non-slip and waterproof.

See price list for part numbers.

Sports-style footrest

Robust footrest with stainless 

steel surround. Matches the look 

of the standard pedals.

For left-hand drive vehicles only.

Part no. 997 551 986 00

Cruise control (not shown)

Automatic speed control for 

the 30-240 km/h (19-149 mph)

speed range. Operated using 

a button on the control stalk.

Part no. 997 044 903 00
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Door sill guards in carbon

These carbon-fibre guards with

model logo are a stylish reference

to the racing origins of Porsche.

With Cayman logo:
part no. 987 551 980 04
With Cayman S logo:
part no. 987 551 980 05

Door sill guards in stainless steel,

illuminated

A unique and striking effect.

Stylish door sill guards with 

white illuminated model logo.

With Cayman logo:
part no. 987 044 800 28
With Cayman S logo:
part no. 987 044 800 34

Door sill guards in stainless steel

These stainless steel guards with

model logo provide effective

protection and an attractive feature

when entering or leaving the car.

With Cayman logo:
part no. 987 551 980 06
With Cayman S logo:
part no. 987 551 980 07

Door sill guards in carbon,

illuminated

A homage to Porsche motorsport.

For a more striking effect, these

stylish accessories incorporate 

a white illuminated model logo.

With Cayman logo:
part no. 987 044 800 37
With Cayman S logo:
part no. 987 044 800 38
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Audio

At Porsche, our desire for con-

tinuous evolution has never been

confined to engine or chassis.

Navigation, communication and

in-car entertainment are also

important factors in the driving

experience. Turn your Cayman into

a mobile communications centre

and be informed and contactable

as you find the fastest route to

your destination.

Advanced technology has 

always been our forte.

In every area of the car.

Audio and communication
PCM with satellite navigation

Porsche Communication Manage-

ment (PCM) is an audio, navigation

and communication system with an 

integral CD player for audio CDs,

a high-resolution 5.8-inch colour 

display with 16:9 aspect ratio and

an external navigation DVD drive.

The GPS navigation system uses a

dedicated antenna to establish your

position before calculating the route

to your destination. It can also 

calculate detours where necessary

with the aid of TMC (Traffic Message

Channel) in countries where this 

service is supported. The integral

radio has twin FM tuners featuring

RDS Diversity as well as 20 FM 

and 20 MW presets. Thanks to the

external navigation drive, the internal

MP3-compatible CD player can be

used exclusively for audio CDs.

Includes comprehensive navigation

data on single DVD.

See price list for part numbers.

Electronic logbook for PCM

This electronic system is the 

easy way to log your journeys. All

relevant information is recorded

automatically, with only minimal 

user input required. The logbook 

is operated via the standard PCM

menu. The package includes data

analysis software for the PC. Data

can be downloaded via the infrared

interface on PCM.

Only for vehicles with PCM.

Part no. 955 044 900 29

Extended navigation module

for PCM

The extended navigation module

works in conjunction with the GPS

navigation system and enables

navigation even in non-digitised

districts. It has a compass and

provides important information 

on wheel alignment, height data,

length and width coordinates.

The backtrace function can also 

be used to record and retrace

routes driven.

Only for vehicles with PCM.

Part no. 997 044 900 18

Navigation update (not shown)

System and map update 

for the navigation system to 

Model Year 2008.

Please consult your Porsche Centre for
information on the data version of your PCM.

Part no. 997 044 901 50
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Vehicle tracking system

Enables remote location of a stolen

vehicle in 25 countries of the

European Union as well as Norway,

Switzerland and Russia. Location 

is not continual, but occurs only in

the event of an alarm. A silent alarm

is automatically triggered if the 

car is stolen or tampered with, or

after notification from the vehicle

owner. In addition to the extra 

security offered by this system, it

may also, depending on the country,

reduce your insurance premium.

The system has been tested using

multiple simulated thefts in 

CDC-4 CD autochanger

This compact six-disc autochanger

installs neatly in a slot in the 

luggage compartment and is

operated directly from PCM or 

the Porsche CDR-24 radio.

Part no. 997 044 900 72

27 European countries and Russia

and the service has been adapted 

to fully meet Porsche quality

requirements. Your Porsche 

Centre will be happy to provide you

with further information.

Only for vehicles with optional factory-fitted 
preparation for vehicle tracking system.

A separate contract with the service provider
recommended by your Porsche Centre is
required, which is subject to additional charges.

Please see separate price list for 
part numbers.

Passive handset for

telephone module

This passive handset enables clearer

communication as well as greater 

privacy when making a call.

Only for vehicles with PCM and telephone module.

Part no. 997 044 900 73

Music player interface

The music player interface is

integrated into the centre console

storage compartment and enables

an external music player (iPod®,

MP3 player etc.) to be connected

via the Porsche CDR-24 radio or

PCM. Operation is via the music

player.

Includes two connections: dock connector 
for iPod® including battery charge function 
and a 3.5 mm jack connector.

Part no. 997 044 901 70
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Child Seats Child seat preparation for

front passenger’s seat

Includes ISOFIX mounting points

between the backrest and squab 

on the front passenger’s seat, as

well as key-operated deactivation

system for front passenger airbag.

The passenger airbag must be

deactivated if carrying a child up 

to 27 kg.

Part no. 997 044 800 13

Child Seats

Inherent within the concept of

uncompromising performance 

is an uncompromising demand 

for safety. No one takes this

responsibility more seriously than

us – especially when it comes to

the youngest Porsche passengers

– with the Tequipment range of

child seats.

For Porsche, safety is of the

utmost importance.

As any child will tell you.

Porsche child seats

Porsche child seats in a new

design, meeting the latest safety

standards. Specially tested and

approved for Porsche cars, to pro-

vide protection and comfort for

occupants up to 12 years of age.

The fabrics are breathable and 

easy to clean with a removable 

and washable cover in black and

grey with a contrasting red trim.

Depending on the model, the

Porsche child seats can be fixed

conveniently and safely on the 

front passenger seat and in the

rear using a preparation kit or 

the three-point belt system. For

increased safety, the Porsche Baby

and Porsche Junior Seat ISOFIX

have an independent five-point belt

system.

Child seats

Porsche Baby 
Seat ISOFIX, G 0+

Part no. 955 044 802 86

Model

Porsche Junior Plus Seat,
G 2 + G 3

Part no. 955 044 802 90

Porsche Junior 
Seat ISOFIX, G 1

Part no. 955 044 802 88

0+ Up to 13 kg Up to approx.
18 months

1 9 to 18 kg From approx.
9 months
to 7 years

2+3 15 to 36 kg From approx.
31/2 years
to 12 years 

Group Weight Age 

A child’s safety seat may be used on the front passenger side for children up to 27 kg. Original Porsche safety seat attachments must be fitted.
Child restraint systems must not be used with sports bucket seats.
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Transport

Roof box

Lockable plastic roof box with 

310-litre capacity and integrated 

ski-holder. Can be opened from

either side of vehicle. Dimensions:

L 2,260 x W 550 x H 380 mm.

Part no. 955 044 000 47

Roof transport system 

Versatile base carrier offering maxi-

mum roof load of up to 60 kg.

Compatible with a wide range of

load-carrying attachments. Includes

anti-theft security caps and locks.

Rear hatch opening may be partially reduced
when carrying longer roof loads (e. g. roof box).

Part no. 987 801 105 00

Transport

Convention has never been a

priority at Porsche. Just the drive

to overcome it. A prime example is

the Cayman with its mid-mounted

engine. This unique configuration 

is not only good in terms of

dynamics, it also leaves plenty of

space for front and rear luggage

compartments. Each is ideal for

everything from a trip to the 

shops to a more ambitious outing

with luggage or sports equipment.

With Porsche Tequipment, you 

can go further still and prepare

your Cayman for a remarkably 

wide range of activities.

Our advice: Take everything you

need to take.
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Bike carrier

Lockable carrier for standard adult

bikes up to a maximum frame-tube

diameter of 85 mm. Up to three

bike carriers can be mounted on 

the roof transport system.

Part no. 955 044 002 66

Ski/snowboard carrier

For up to four pairs of skis 

or two snowboards.

Part no. 955 044 000 23

For up to six pairs of skis or 

four snowboards.

Part no. 955 044 000 24
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Luggage partition

Easy to fit, this robust partition

grille prevents luggage from

Luggage net

Secure smaller items at the rear 

of the car with this handy luggage

net. Attaches to four lashing

eyelets on the engine cover or in

the rear luggage compartment.

Part no. 987 551 339 00

sliding forwards into the

passenger compartment.

Part no. 987 044 000 07

Front cargo liner

Waterproof and easy-to-clean

protective liner, made from robust

black plastic with Porsche logo.

Offering tailored protection for the

front luggage compartment, it is

waterproof, washable and can be

easily removed using integral 

handles. Ideal for transporting

shopping or sports equipment 

to and from the car.

Part no. 997 044 000 04

Rear cargo liner

Waterproof and easy-to-clean liner,

tailored specifically for the rear

luggage area. Provides optimum

protection against moisture and

dirt.

Part no. 987 044 000 03
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Accessories

Indoor car cover

Tailored indoor cover made from

breathable, antistatic and dirt-

resistant fabric. With full-colour

Porsche Crest and logo.

Only for vehicles without Cayman Aerokit.

Part no. 987 044 000 08

Outdoor car cover

Tailored outdoor cover in silver-

coloured fabric with Porsche Crest

and logo. Water-repellent and

breathable, it provides excellent

protection against a range of

weather conditions including

strong sunlight. With anti-theft

protection.

Only for vehicles without Cayman Aerokit.

Part no. 987 044 000 04

Porsche Charge-o-mat II

Battery charger with charge

maintenance and monitoring

function. An adapter is available

for vehicles without cigarette

lighter.

Part no. 955 044 900 56

Adapter: 
Part no. 000 043 202 55

Accessories and car care

Pure sports performance and

inimitable driving pleasure are by

no means exclusive to summer.

After all, your Porsche is a

Porsche in every season of the

year. With the Porsche Tequipment

range of care products, you can

maximise that enjoyment – and

make even more of your Cayman

365 days a year.

Maximise your enjoyment.

Protect your investment.

Indoor car cover
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Wheel cleaning kit

Care products and brush set for

alloy wheels. Cleaning fluid also

available separately as a refill.

Part no. 000 044 000 86

Refill bottle:
part no. 999 901 066 40

Interior care kit

Contains cleaning products 

and accessories, including 

velour cleaner, leather cleaner 

and conditioner, interior glass 

cleaner, synthetic surface polish 

and windscreen cleaner.

Part no. 955 044 000 81

Car-care case (Coupé)

Aluminium case containing high-

quality car-care products approved

for your Porsche. Includes sham-

poo, wax, interior glass cleaner,

leather cleaner, conditioner and

windscreen cleaner. All products

are available separately.

Part no. 000 044 000 89

Ice scraper

Practical accessory featuring

aluminium telescopic handle

enabling easy removal of ice 

and snow from your Porsche.

Integral rubber lip for removing

water.

Part no. 955 044 000 02

Rechargeable torch

Handy torch with fold-out

magnifying lens. Rechargeable 

via cigarette lighter.

Part no. 000 044 900 79

Tool kit

Selection of tools for home and

car use in high-quality leather case.

Part no. 955 044 000 01
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Service

Porsche Exclusive

Realise your vision of the perfect 

Porsche with our factory custom-

isation programme. From styling 

enhancements to performance 

upgrades, all modifications are 

uniquely handcrafted for your 

Porsche.

Porsche Online

For all the latest news and 

information from Porsche,

go to www.porsche.com.

Porsche Design 

Driver’s Selection

With products ranging from 

fashion and accessories to 

tailored luggage, this unique 

collection combines quality and 

style with everyday practicality.

Porsche Driving Experience

The Porsche Travel Club offers

exclusive holidays and adventures

worldwide.

Call +49 (0)711 911-78155.

Explore your Porsche at the limits

of performance with the Porsche

Sport Driving School. Find out

more on +49 (0)711 911-78683.

Ask your Porsche Centre for the latest brochures from Porsche Exclusive, Porsche Design Driver’s Selection and the 
Porsche Driving Experience.

Porsche Clubs

Since the first Porsche Club 

was founded in 1952, their 

number has grown to 607 with 

a total of 120,000 members 

worldwide. To find out more,

call +49 (0)711 911-78307 or 

go to www.porsche.com.

Porsche Used Car Programme

Porsche Approved is the simple

way to find the perfect pre-owned

Porsche, anywhere in the world.

Every car is rigorously tested 

and comes with a comprehensive

vehicle warranty.

Porsche Financial Services

Our innovative suite of financial 

services is specially tailored 

to the needs of Porsche owners.

Products range from attractive 

finance and leasing options 

to vehicle insurance and the 

Porsche Card.



Porsche strongly recommends the 

use of genuine Porsche parts and

accessories, available from your

Porsche Centre. Porsche cannot

accept liability for damages resulting

from the use of third party products.

Porsche reserves the right to alter

specifications and other product

information without prior notice.

Colours and materials may differ 

from those illustrated.

Products may vary from market to

market due to local restrictions and 

regulations.

The models illustrated may feature

optional equipment that is not included

in the respective Tequipment package.

For further information on selected

Tequipment products, see our online

shop at www.porsche.com.
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